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Abstract：The Potential Energy Surface(PES)for particle exchange in Di-nuclear system is studied 

in detail．It is found that the nuclear deformation effect can change the shape of PES significantly． 

The dynamical deformation as a function of the reaction time in the reaction process is investigated 

in a simple model and we found that its variation with time is dramatic． The fusion probabilities 

PcN of some reaction channels based on the mechanism of cold fusion are also calculated． 
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The production of Super Heavy Element syn— 

thesized artifitially by cold fusion reaction (Z 一 

1O6— 112)in Berkley and GSI[ · ]and by hot fusion 

reaction(Z一110，112，114)in Dubna[。]has drawn 

wide attention．Many theoretical models have been 

proposed to calculate the fusion cross 

section[4·5·6j
．
In most of the models[4·7·Bj。it is as- 

sumed that after the capture of a projectile by a tar— 

get nucleus complete fusion inevitably occurs．The 

competition between complete fusion and quasi—·fis—· 

sion processes was not considered． To overcome 

the drawback，a new model DNS (Di-nuclear sys- 

tern)was put forward and the evaporation residue 

cross sections for the cold fusion reactions predic— 

ted in DNS model are in quite good agreement with 

the experimental data[。t 
． In Ref．E 6，9 3，the po— 

tential energy surface is approximated by harmonic 

oscillators and two—·dimensional Kramers—·type ex—· 

pression is used to calculate the fusion probability． 

W hile in this paper，we study the potential energy 

surface in detail and calculate the fusion probability 

using a dynamical way． 

In DNS model，the evaporation residue cross 

section can be written as a sum over all partial 

waves J： 

if 

( )一 ∑(2j+1)T( ， )· 
』=o 

PcN(EcM，_『)W (EcM，_『)， (1) 

where represents the de Broglie wavelength of 

relative motion of the colliding nuclei，EcM is the 

bombarding energy in center of mass system ， 

T(EcM，_『)is the penetration probability for the jth 
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partial wave of the colliding nuclei over the Cou— 

lomb barrier．PcN(ECM，．『)is the fusion probability 

to form a compound nucleus from the DNS configu— 

ration of the j th partial wave of the colliding 

nuclei．And WSuR(ECM， )is the survive probability 

for the compound nucleus with angular momentum 

J ． For the highly fissile super heavy nuclei， 

WsUR(Ecu，_『)is narrow function of J different from 

zero in the vicinity of J—O for all energies．The ef— 

fective maximal angular momentum m is about 1 0 

蠢．For small J，PcN(ECM， )and T( M， )are not 

much different from PcN(EcM， 一O)一 PcN(Eĉ1) 

and TcN(ECM，J—O)： (EcM)．Thus，we ob— 

tain the following approximate factorization： 

O'lgR(EcM)一 O"c(EcM)PcN(EcM)WsuR(EcM)，(2) 

where 

(EcM)一 。(．厂 + 1)。T(EcM)． (3) 

In DNS model，a key point is the calculation 

of PES because it governs the fusion dynamics and 

determines the optimum excitation energy of the 

compound nucleus and the optimum bombarding 

energy． Furthermore，it gives the information a— 

bout the optimum projectile-target combination 

leading to a certain super-heavy nucleus
． For a 

complete quantitative understanding of the
．fusion 

reaction leading to super-heavy nuclei，a time de— 

pendent calculation with a time dependent multidi— 

mensional potential surface should be taken into ac— 

count．In the DNS model，however，the potential 

energy can be written as follows： 

where 

U(R，71)一 B1+ B2+ V(R，71)一 Bl2， (4) 

V(R， )一 (R， )+ (R， ， (5) 

B1，B2 and Blz are the realistic binding energies of 

the two fragments and compound nucleus，respec— 

tively． The shell effect is included in the binding 

energy already by a macroscopic method Do,n]
． R is 

the distance between the two nuclear centers
．
The 

mass asymmetry freedom 】7 is defined as 一 (Al— 

A2／Al+A2)．From (4)and(5)，we can see that 

U(or V )is a surface energy in R and coordi— 

nates．To simplify the discussion，we first calcu— 

late PES at fixed ；then discuss it with fixed R
． If 

we restrict ourselves to head on collisions the rota— 

tional energy of the compound nucleus can be ig— 

nored，it can be added straightforward otherwise
．  

A suitable relative distance Rm between the two nu— 

clef is taken to keep the interaction between them 

in the bottom of the quasi—fission barrier
． The den— 

sities of the both nuclei are kept fixed when the in— 

teraction potential are calculated．Due to the short 

collision time， the frozen—density approximation 

(or sudden approximation)is appropriate[ 引
．  

The double folding nuclear interaction parame— 

terized by the M orse potential[。]can be expressed 

a s： 

(R)一D(exp[一2口R— --R0 

2exp卜 ]) 

卜 
(6) 

where 

D 一 2r,ala2Rl2(10．96— 0．8R12)， 

R0一 Rl+ R2 

and 口一 11．47+ 2．069Rl2— 17．32~／1a2， 

Rl2一 RlR2／R0． 

If the two nuclei are both spherical，then the Cou— 

Iomb interaction can be written as 

’ 1-44 (in MeV)， 

Zl，z2 are the charge numbers of the two frag— 

ments，respectively，R is the distance between the 

centers of the two spherical nuclei． 

If the ground stat e deformations of the two 

touching nuclei are taken into account，the nuclear 

interaction does not change much due to the short 

range nuclear interaction character， but the long 

range Coulomb interaction changes a great dea1．In 

principle，the deformed nuclei can have different 

relative orientations． Some averaging over the ori— 

entations of the nuc[ei has to be carried out in the 

initial DNS，however，the orientation which gives 
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rise to the minimum interaction 

of the nucleon transfer． So the 

energy is in favor 

orientation is cho— 

sen as the one which gives rise to the minimum en— 

ergy· 

The Coulomb interaction can be written as 

Vc—J t (7) 
where lDl，l02 are the charge density of the first and 

second nucleus respectively (here we assume』Dl，l02 

are constants)．I rl2 I denotes the distance between 

any two points in the two different nuclei． 

For the nucleus with positive quadrupole de— 

formation parameter岛 (other deformation free— 

doms are disregarded)，the dependence of the nu— 

cleus-nucleus interaction potentials on R with an- 

gular momentum J一 0 are shown in Fig．1 and 

Fig．2 for the system of。‘Cr+。。。Pb and 。。AI+ 

。 Np．respectively．。的Pb nucleus is a spherical one 

but“Cr nucleus is a deformed one with岛一O．18． 

W hile 3。A1 nucleus and。。 NP nucleus are both de— 

formed with positive quadrupole deformation． In 

Fig．1，the minimum point on the solid line is the 

lowest one among those of the three curves． The 

same situation happens to the interaction shown in 

Fig．2．Thus the pole to pole orientation has given 

∞ 

窆 
＼  

+ 

Fig．1 The interaction between 。。。Pb and ‘Cr in different 

orientations as a function of the distance between the 

centers of two nuclei． 

the lower interaction between the deformed nuclei 

with positive quadrupole deformation． Comparing 

Fig．1 with Fig．2，we can see that the case of two 

nuclei both having deformation is much more af— 

fected by deformations than the case with only one 

nucleus being deformed． 

0  

窆 
＼  

+ 

Fig．2 The interaction between ’Np and 。A1 in different 

orientations as a function of the distance between the 

centers of two nuclei． 

For the nucleus with negative quadrupole de— 

formation parameter岛，such as AI，its shape is 

oblate．The calculation results for the combination 

of。。。Pb+ AI are shown in Fig．3，in which the 

interaction is remarkably quenched down by the 

waist to waist orientation．The minimum point on 

the dotted line is the lowest one among those of the 

three curves．Thus the waist to waist orientation is 

the most favorable case for combination of。。。Pb+ 

2。A1．The deformation parameters of the above nu— 

clef are taken from Ref．[13]． 

Now we turn to the effects of dynamical de— 

formation． During nuclear contact in the collision 

process the composite system stretches under the 

influence of the repulsive Coulomb force and we as— 

sume it retains symmetry about the axis that con— 

nects the two centers．The reversible shape oscilla— 

tions or other coherent modes of excitation are not 

considered， only the effect of the deformations 

which become irreversible due to the coupling with 

the intrinsic degrees of freedom is taken into ac— 

countD“t53
．
Thus it can be considered as a diffusion 

process．For both fragments k一 1，2 of DNS，the 

deformation may be described as： 

RI( ， )一A一。R2[1+岛(t)Y2。( )]． (8) 

Ensuring volume conservation the semi—axes of 

the spheroids may be expressed as： 

http://www.cqvip.com
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at(t)=R2[1+￡(￡)]， 

6I(￡)一Ro[1+e(￡)]--1／2． 

9 1O 11 12 13 14 15 

r／fro 

the Coulomb interaction barrier are shown as func一 

(9) tions of the interaction time for the reaction‘。Ca 

Fig．3 The interaction between 。。。Pb and 。。AI in different 

orientations as a function of the distance between the 

centers of two nuclei． 

The center of mass distance can written as r( ) 

一口l(￡)+ a2(￡)，and the formation of a neck is 

neglect~L The mean deformation 

～ [ +exp( )] 

(188．MeV)—L 。。Pb for nearly central collision． It 

can be seen that the mean deformation increases 

with interaction time t until it reaches an equilibri— 

um value eo．Correspondingly the Coulomb interac— 

tion barrier decreases with time，and it has been 

reduced about 4O M eV．As a consequence 4O M eV 

more relative kinetic energy is converted into the 

intrinsic excitation energy of DNS． 

锄

一  

’ 

／／／ 
_ ． ● ． ● ． ● 

0 50 100 150 

T~ ／(10-228) 

is the solution of the Fokker—P1anck equation Fig·4 The Coulomb interaet．0n barrier(a)and he defom a— 

tion￡(￡)( )as a function of the interaction time for 

型 堕一一 ( P)+D
。 

a= p (11) the react n”ca(188 MeV)+ Pb
．  

provided the deformation process is very slow．￡0 is 

the equilibrium deformation．The deformation dif— 

fusion coefficient 

一  ， R。一R：+R2， (12) 

where r-考  is
．

the deformation relaxation time 

commonly recognized as about 4× 10一舡 s． The 

drift coefficient 

D。8u 

丁 ’ (13) 

where is the driven potential corresponding to the 

deformation．The temperature T is provided by the 

energy dissipation during the collision． The Cou— 

lomb interaction of the composite system becomes 

)一 (14) 

where Vc0 being the Coulomb interaction without 

deformation．In Fig．4 the deformation-￡( )and 

The potential energy surface as a function of 

describes how it changes with the different combi— 

nations of two fragments which all lcad to the same 

compound nucleus．W hen a nucleon is transferred 

from one nucleus to the other，the binding energies 

of both nuclei，will ch ge and so does the interac— 

tion between them． The PES of the reaction 

‘Cr+ ∞Pb 106 as a function of刁is shown in 

Fig．5．The arrow points to the incident combina- 

tion of nuclei with 一 一 0．587． If some nucleons 

are transferred from the small nucleus to the big 

one，the small one will become smaller and the big 

will become bigger．During this process，the mass 

asymmetry freedom is moving leftward．If the DNS 

overcomes the barrier shown in Fig． 5，the tom 

pound nucleus wilt be formed inevitably．The bar— 

rier in- F 5 is called inner fusion barrier． To 

form the compound nucleus the barrier must be 

overcome，and the system needs some extra energy 

1  11 1  ∞ ＼ + 

O  O  O  " n 

>∞ ＼ 
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Fig．5 Potential Energy Surface as a function of mass 

asymmetry freedom in reaction ‘Cr+ 。。— 。 106． 

for about 1 9 MeV ，which must be supplied by the 

excitation energy obtained from the incident bom— 

barding energy． It is seen that the deformations 

change the potential energy surface greatly and re— 

duces the top of PES about 8 M eV．The variations 

of PES mentioned above may influence the calcula— 

tion results and lcad to the enhancement of the fu— 

sion probability and the lower excitation energy of 

compound nucleus which is of vital importance to 

the survival probability of the compound nucleus． 

Some zigzags on the curve are caused by the odd— 

eyen effects and the fluctuations，by shell correc— 

tions． Using the improved potential energy， we 

can get more realistic results about the fusion prob— 

ability． 

The diffusion process can be described by the 

M aster’s equation： 

一  ['dal P( 

d̂， P(Al，El，￡)]， (15) 

where Al and A2 are~3．asses for the two fragments， 

respectively．P(Al，El，￡)is the occupation proba— 

bility of the fragment 1 with the mass Al and exci— 

tation energy El at time t，W ^
】

，̂】is the transitional 

probability from state(Al，E1)to(A l，E 1)and 

dA
．

is the dimension of the macroscopic state(A1， 

E】)． Some details for the d̂ ， and W ，̂A'1 can be 

found in Ref．[16]．The fusion probabilities for 

some incident channels are shown in Fig． 6． It is 

found that the fusion probability decreases greatly 

with the increase of the charge number of com— 

Dound nucleus．From Z一 104 to Z一 118，the PCN 

decreases by about 5 orders of magnitude．The de— 

crease of the evaporation residue cross section for 

the cold fusion reactions is largely attributed to the 

great decrease of the fusion probabilities． W e also 

make some comparisons between our results and 

those from Ref．[9]．it is easy to see that for the 

relatively light nuclei，the two sets of results are 

rather close while for the relatively heavy nuclei， 

our results are quite different from the PcN in Ref． 

[93．The reason may come from the following two 

points．First，the potential energy surfaces in our 

calculations are more realistic ones．W hile in Ref． 

[9]，the potential energy surfaces are approxima— 
ted with the harmonic oscillators． Thus，the po— 

tential energy surfaces in their calculations are 

smoothed and some characteristics may get lost． 

Z 

Fig．6 Fusion probability P as a function of charge number 

of compound nucleus with target。 Pb． 

Second，in Ref．[9]，a two—dimensional Kramers— 

type expression (quasi—stationary solution of the 

Fokker—Planck equation)is used to get the fusion— 

probability．In this paper，a dynamical way is used 

to solve the Master~s equation and calculate the fu— 

sion probability． 

In summary，the deformation influences the 

potential energy surface greatly，especiaLy to the 

optimum bombarding energy and the optimum pro— 

jeetile—target combination，both of which affect the 

formation cross section of the super heavy element． 

The dynamical deformation as a function of the re— 

action time in the reaction process is dramatic． 

Some results about the fusion probabilities for cold 

fusion reaction are obtained． The study about the 

survive probability and the evaporation residue 

crOSS section for the cold fusion reactions will ap— 

pear in later papers． 

苫＼ 
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基于双核模型的粒子交换势能面与熔合几率的研究 
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摘 要：研究了基于双核模型的粒子交换势能面．原子核的形变效应对于势能面的形状有较大的影 

响．在反应过程中，作为反应时间函数的动态形变的变化是显著的．通过求解主方程，对一些基于 

冷熔合机制的反应道的全熔合几率也进行了讨论． 

关 键 词：超重元素；粒子交换势能面；熔合几率 
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